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TO : Hark Reilly, CRS-USCC

FROM : Frederick C. Cuny, INTERTECT

SUBJ : Timber Production Schemes

General Comments on Post-Disaster Timber Production Schemes

Following almost every hurricane which strikes an area that is heavily forested 
timber reclamation schemes are proposed. Unfortunately, very few have actuallv’ 
gone into effect and those that have have only met with marginal success. Before 
undertaking a project of this type, it is imperative to consider the problems,
-n e economics and some of the common mistakes wh ich have been made with this tvneof program.

A. Problems:

The two biggest problems to overcome in the actual reclamation of the wood are 
the quality of the wood and the location of the wood. In relation to the
quality, three things must be considered:

1) The extent of deterioration to the wood during the time between the felling 
of the wood by the hurricane and the time that it can actually be reclaimed 
and processed. In drier forest areas such as the mountainous regions of 
Central America, where the predominant woods are pine and cypress, wood may 
last several months before serious deterioration takes place. In the 
tropical zones and jungle forests of the Caribbean islands, deterioration of 
hhe wood on the ground is much more rapid due to a combination of moisture * 
and insects. Therefore, any timber reclamation scheme must get underway 
almost immediately following the hurricane. This is not to say that the 
core of the wood of large txunked trees may not still be good, but unless 
adequate timber can be salvaged from each tree trunk, a timber production 
.scheme will not be successful due to large wastage caused by the necessitv 
to "peel away* 1 * 3 * 5' the rotten outer portions of each log.

2 ) Another consideration on the use of wood is the actual time that the tree 
was felled by the hurricane. It has been shown that in many tropical timbers 
the best time to cut the wood is during the period of the full moon. The 
reason for this is that the full moon tends to draw the saps of the
tree upward and throughout the entire system. This not only aids in the
curing process but also means that the wood will deteriorate evenly rather 
tnan having one portion deteriorate at a different rate than other pieces 
0f.th* Wfod,and th«ref°r« the wood can attain uniform strength through- 
ou, the board. If the hurricane occurred at a time when the moon was at
its dark phase the quality of the timber will be of a much poorer standard
than would be the case if the hurricane knocked the trees over during the full moon period. 6

3) ‘ihen large numbers of trees have been knocked over in a haphazard
manner by hurricanes it is often very difficult to assess the quality of the
wood and the amount of boards that can be taken from the damaged stand.
It is therefore imperative to conduct a fairly pesimistic survey before 
determining whether or not to go ahead with a na*«*»*i production scheme.
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Svt of Problems occur relating to th£hgctual location of the timber 
which has been felled by the hurricane. Often/wood which is in the greatest 
Quantities is unfortunately felled in areas which are inaccessible or which 

require extensive sophisticated equipment—-i-n~e»4«r to retrieve the trees 
that are down. Adding to the problem is the fact that the hurricane often 
tangles the wood and stacks it haphazardly in the forest. In normal timber 
operations the wood is carefully cut so that it falls in a direction which 
will allow the lumberjacks to easily extract the wood from where it has fallen, 
mat easy access and extraction are key economic issues to be considered 
can be found m  the controversial process of clear cutting which is now hotly 
debated within the United States.

Economics: 1 2

If it can be determined that sufficient quantities of wood can be easily reclaimed 
a complete cost analysis must be run to determine the economic viability of the * 
project. In general, there are four factors to be considered:

The
1) minimum amount of wood which can be salvaged per tree for the project to be 

economically viable must be determined.

2) The amount of wood salvaged in relation to the man-hours reouired to salvage
the minimum amount must be determined. ‘

o) I he amount of wood salvaged in relation to the capital investment must be
determined and related to the total investment in man hours required to Droduce 
the minimum amount per tree.

“ ) A" accurate estimate of the time lost due to equipment, weather and transport 
delays must be figured in into the project.

From these figures, an estimate of the cost per board foot can be determined and 
when compared to the cost of timber which is commercially available and which in 
reality is the price to beat, the overall viability of the project can be
determined.

^ g oOistakes In Setting Up Small Timber Reclamation Programs:

In reviewing the general experience in setting up post-disaster timber reclamation 
projects, a number of common mistakes have surfaced. These are:

I

1) Inproper budgeting: The most common budgetary mistakes are over-estimating the
amount of wood that can be economically produced from felled trees and failure 
to calculate the amount of man-time necessary to prepare the logs on site in 
order to «Braove them to a .̂ artr where they can be properly milled. •

2/ Inproper Equipment Selection: Most small timber production schemes are based 
upon the idea of using portable light-weight equipment to produce large 
quantities of milled timber. The problem is that the equipment that is often 
chosen has been designed for light use as back-up machinery to be used in 
extraordinary situations or for back-up equipment when larger permanent 
equipment is down for maintenance. If any timber production scheme is to be 
viable, a suitable investment must be made in obtaining first class equipment. 
Portable sawmills, no matter what the manufacturer claims, are simply not 
designed for heavy duty use. The amount of time lost due to equipment 
maintenance and repairs as well as the difficulty in obtaining necessary parts 
quickly,and often the added problem of obtaining qualified personnel to carry out 
the maintenance on the equipment often jeopardize the production scheme shortly 
after it goes into operation. If the intention is for a sawmill to stay in Y
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longU« r t h e° t i L * r c L fstiirb^\^oducLPa r able equipment can be justified as in the initial cost o f  t h f s a l i u  0 compatitive price, factoring

3) stated? * * ' ? '  .Thia polnt cannot be over-
must be made as to whether or n o t ^ h ^  .U£tl0n scheme» an accurate estimate 
timber which Is a l r l a T "  £  * ? '  **"
Include not only the comparative price but a l ™  l l  considered and evaluated 
whether or not the wood being offered in tte no^a? ,<>f the wood and
in the same manner. A number of tin’nor, a . • market is treated and cured 
Far East could produce "ood at f r Z Z  pr°dUCtlon themes carried on in the 
lack of wood treatment f ac il i t i es^wooriV price Por board foot, but due to the 
wood which was imported from another T " * *  ”dth
proper wood treatment the wood would deteriorate anrl w fact that without 
one-third of that of wood at a s U g h U y h i g h e r j t  " llfe:Spap °f P"dy 
not the wood can be offered at a competitive price th ? assasslng whether or 

the wood currently on the market could be offered for h J T ” ! Possible price that 
wood production echoes have commenced „i?h on?v , " detE™ ined- «*ny
to find that the wood on the existing market wa? small margin of profit only 
below the production price being offered bv the ov®r-pi'yed aPd could be dropped 
should he a special c L s i d e r a t ^ n ^ h e ^ l o ^ a r ^ o ? : ™ ^ ? ^ ^ : ! "  Thia
subsidized prices or where protective trade barriers do not e^is?! **

^failure Estimate Equipment Relocation p~<r,+._. ...
Which must be relocated to the areas where Ihe timber'll P°rtable sawmills 
assessment of the time lost due to movine the filial- down, an accurate of the portable mills on th«?» • i g 6 fdclllties must be made. Most
hours to" take d ^ f  ^

equipment between sites and as much as one and a half w o r k i n g  ^  "“ T  the 
Simply due to the relocation of the equipment T ! Z Z  f 73 ^  be lost 
in to the economic considerations. P * 18 time must be factored

5) Attempting to Salvage in Difficult Terrain- Too nften
reclamation projects attemnt +n ^ ♦ * . often post-disaster timber
inaccessible! ^  * h ~  ^ 1 1 — 1 Mhich is ^ t u a l l y
tate* is on fUt. mrtl, accessible terrain

5> - n f « m W E? r o d L 1 L I 1 ^ L ^ ho?tRi8?tS! KIncradlbl* aa *t » y  seem,
has the right to the final product Before” in it*- “R hout clearlY defining who
contract must be developed Z r a n t e . i L  ??. d?lblatln« anV •<*-•. a legal 
access on the land « h e T t £ « T e l l 2 s „  rlght to
for the logs to be processed and establishing the rlEht °f ovmershlP
final product produced by the mills. g igbt °f OWTlcrshiP for the

will be timber wa?tI?.C1N?? only°are lar^ productioa of timber means that there 
trunks which cannot hi used L  ,, If T ™ * *  f  wood cut the main
shavings are left over” ^ I h ^ p r ^ e s s l n g ^  a T l ^ T h e "  ^this material can be hiah .miftee K , f°g• The clean-up costs for
use the by-products? rfr’ adaquate plans are developed in advance to
shavings and branches which arl cut'f^'^h can.ofteri he made with the timber 
".ore difficult to g«  rid of? the *aln *"”*■ The sawdusb is much

Do Summary:

M’eterta in ly 'lau d ab le^  c t r c ^



sch«m© to be economically viable often make such a project unrealistic. Of four 
areas where schemes such as this have been proposed, only one, in ShriJanka 
has been successful. The project in Shrilanka was successful because established 
timber production organizations immediately moved into the area with their equipment 
and began salvage operations within a week after the timber had been felled. The 
primary lesson to be noted is that a timber production scheme must be a viable 
scheme during normal times and should not be instituted solely on the basis of 
an opportunity provided by a disaster. If the project would not be viable in normal 
times, it would nest be viable in a post-disaster situation. If the logging equipment 
and the expertise is on hand at the time of the disaster or immediately thereafter, 
a project which is simply an expansion of an existing logging operation can be 
considered.

Part No. 2 - Assessment of the Hurricane Relief Timber Utilization Project

The following assessment is based on a review of the proposal submitted by the potential 
project holders and is not based on a visit to the sites where timber production is to 
be attempted. Some of the written background material as well as discussion with forestry 
personnel in Dominica are also reflected in the comments submitted below. The review of
this project has been undertaken from only the technical and budgetary aspects of theprogram.

1) The technical aspects of the project do not appear to have been completely worked out 
and may be overly optimistic.

2) A market entry strategy and a comparison with competitive prices should be developed.

3) The actual budget items presented should be worked out in more detail in order to 
give a clearer picture of the actual production costs involved.

**> amount of money budgeted for replacement parts for the sawmill is only 10% of 
the total cost of the mill itself. A more realistic estimate of the replacement 
parts and spares would be between 25 and 50%.

ThG actual organization of the man power on site is not clear and appears to be 
inefficient given the amount of timber to be produced.

5) No mention is made of the facilities or allowances for the curing of the timber once 
it has been cut; how and where will this be carried out and what methods will be 
taken to protect the wood during this period?

To SU!ranarize» ** aPPea^s to me that the project in question has only a limited chance 
of success as it has been delineated in the project proposal. Success in the project 
depends on a good market price for the wood being produced, the ability to keep 
production moving at a fairly steady rate without interruption or excessive down 
time caused by maintenance or equipment problems, and a very close watch on the labor 
inputs into the project. If the project is approved, I would recommend developing a 
strategy to increase production by increased utilization of the sawmill itself. One 
such strategy would be the acceptance of prepared rough-cut timbers for processing * 
by the mill. Under such a scheme, people in the surrouding area could cut timber into 
manageable proportions, shave the outer edges away with hand saws, and bring the rough- 
cut timber to the mill for processing into boards. The mill could either purchase the 
prepared logs and then add the boards to its own stock or it could charge a fee for 
processing the wood for those bringing the wood to the mill.

it is my hope that these comments will be helpful in assessing the project before you 
now. xf you have any further questions, please do not hesitate to call my office.
An additional source of information on timber production is the Forest Products Laboratory 
located m  Madison, Wis., operated by the U.S. Forest Service, and the Tropical Products



Research Station in the U.K., 
in Barbados. which can be reached through the British Development Division

Respectfully submitted,

Frederick C. Cuny


